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Did you know that you were born with psychic gifts? 

Would you like to discover the secrets of how to unlock them? 

Introduction  
(With extracts from my self-teach study course ‘The Seven Essential Keys to Psychic Development’) 

There is a misconception that we are psychic or not. We are all psychic to varying degrees, 

as with other skills such as drawing, painting or musicality.  However, without the right 

information, training, practice and experience, you won’t be able to discover your true 

potential. 

The same is true of psychic development. Until you have psychic training you won’t be able 

to discover what you are capable of and where your strengths lie. Any ability of any kind is a 

gift of the Spirit. 

Psychic development is a refinement of intuition. Intuition is a powerful ally for positive life 

progression. It is our natural birthright and is where we discover guidance from a ‘Higher 

Power’, ‘Divine Intelligence, or whatever name we choose to call God. Your link to this 

source is via your ‘Higher Self’, often termed ‘the still, small, voice within’, which is only ever 

a calm and unhurried voice. If you hear anything else, such as a fearful or anxious voice, 

this is your ‘Ego speaking’. 

Here it is important to note that when I refer to God I am always speaking of the divine 

intelligence that is within every living thing and not the man made God of religion and war. I 

emphasise this because I have written this course for everyone’s benefit, irrespective of 

whether they believe in God or not. My personal choice is to refer to the Divine as ‘God’ 

because it is a term that I am very comfortable with and like to use. 

Communication is the key to any success and 

probably the most important foundation block is the 

development of listening skills. Listening, whether 

within or without, is the receiving part of 

communication. 

We all come into this world with the potential to be 

someone special. It is as though our souls decide 

before we are born what we are meant to do - but 

then we are born and no one let us in on the 

arrangement! However, if we can learn to trust a 

higher power and develop psychically, then the 

universe can guide us along the path we are meant 

to tread. We can make a positive impact on our lives 

and the lives of those around us. We will gain many 

invaluable insights.  



There are at least twelve important benefits of psychic development. Let’s take a look 

at them:  

Psychic development will help you to………… 

 Become skilled at how to truly listen internally and externally 

 Enrich your relationships 

 Increase clarity, sense of life purpose and spiritual intelligence 

 Build natural self-confidence, self-awareness and self-esteem   

 Learn to trust your own judgement 

 Improve decision making in you personal and professional life 

 Attain a deep sense of relaxation and priceless peace of mind 

 Discover the joy of unfolding your own natural psychic abilities 

 Realise your ability to develop your psychic  gifts in order to help others 

 Heighten your creative ability 

 Connect to Nature and the Universe 

 Meet your Spirit Guides, Angels and Power Animals 

Developing your psychic skills should be liberating and fun. It can also be empowering and 

life changing. From my own life experiences, I believe that if you are prepared to go on a 

journey of self-discovery and take time to learn about your true self, your psychic awareness 

will never let you down and your life will be truly empowered. Patience and commitment are 

necessary to succeed. 

Here is a preview of the course contents. It has been written in an easy to follow format and 

includes an Audio CD on principles and practices, meditation and guided imagery. I 

currently offer one optional free thirty minute telephone mentoring session* with me.   
*The telephone call must be made by you and booked beforehand. 

 

I have written ‘The Seven Essential Keys to Psychic Development’ because I want to 

share with you what I have learned over the past twenty three years of working as an 

Intuitive Counsellor and Clairvoyant Medium.  

I will show you how to….. 

 Discover develop and use your natural psychic abilities 

 Awaken your spiritual intelligence 

 Experience spiritual guidance 

 Attain deep relaxation and peace of mind 

 Achieve a new and positive way of thinking  

 Develop permanent life skills for personal or professional use 

 Make the most of your life 

 

 



  

To order my book please go to the Products page on my website, where you will find full 

details, purchasing process & terms and conditions.  

If you have any questions please do contact me again, 

Kind regards  

 

 

Valerie Hardware Dip. Couns. AEB MGSW 

Spiritual Counsellor & Clairvoyant Medium 

 

Email: valerieanthony77@btinternet.com 

Tel: +44 (0) 7970 197211    www.valeriehardware.com   
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